Supplier Connect
Manage suppliers at scale.
Are you still onboarding and managing
suppliers the old-fashioned way? Are you
crumbling under the burdens of manual
processes, untimely responses and
forgotten action items?
Managing more than a few suppliers
manually is a herculean task. Right from
onboarding them and getting their TIN &
DUNS numbers, to tax forms and bank
information; to ongoing manual work
dealing with P.O.s and invoices.

Now with CloudIO Supplier Connect, you can streamline communication, and enhance collaboration
with your suppliers while you achieve improved process automation and enhanced productivity.

Key Capabilities & Benefits
“We had a huge challenge managing
Rapidly and seamlessly onboard suppliers at scale via a self-service portal.
Eliminate all the headache associated with onboarding, right from finding
and getting their TIN & DUNS number, to tax forms and bank information.
Automate your processes eliminating routine manual work dealing with
P.O.s and invoices typically done over email and telephones.
Enable suppliers to self-serve, giving them full visibility on progress of
open activities
Gain full visibility into supplier relationships
Improve utilization of key resources/staff through process automation by
eliminating error prone and manual work
Significantly improve supplier relationship due to improved accuracy and
efficiency

a large number of suppliers and
manually entering data into Oracle
EBS. With Supplier Connect, we
realized huge labor savings. There is
no need to jump between email and
ERP systems and the entire process
is automated. Most importantly,
Supplier Connect plugged right into
our existing process”
PROCUREMENT AT LEADING SOCIAL
MEDIA COMPANY

Features
Fully functional, simple and efficient portal for supplier onboarding
Easily self-register, provide information and documents based on your
business needs.
Facilitate self-service for suppliers to manage information, PO’s, invoices
and payments
Communicate effectively with suppliers using collaboration and case
management tools
Fully functional portals for Buyer and Account Payables for better
interaction and issue resolution
Out of the box integration with Oracle EBS
Powered by CloudIO Platform
Works on all modern browsers
Responsive UI (Mobile friendly)
Inherits Oracle Responsibilities and Operating units
Highly scalable and extensible architecture
On-premise or cloud deployment
Data audit history
Integration with 3rd party services for validations and business service
consumption

Configurable and Extensible
Start simple to ensure supplier cooperation. Flexible and configurable solution
ensures you can adapt quickly and enhance as your business needs change.
Includes several options on how the supplier registration can be configured for
different use cases. Provides business and validation rules that can be configured
without the need for programming.
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About CloudIO
CloudIO empowers business users with rich UX and improved productivity by extending and consolidating existing legacy
systems and business data from multiple sources together in one intuitive Platform with a real-time connection, thereby
garnering a better ROI on existing investments.
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